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Choice Screening, Inc. Introduces Newest Partner, Greenhouse Software
Choice Screening integrates with the Greenhouse Applicant Tracking System,
launching a comprehensive hiring process for employers in one robust platform.
Denver, CO, May 16, 2018 - Choice Screening, Inc., an industry leader in background
screening solutions announced their most recent partnership with Greenhouse Software,
the fastest-growing enterprise talent acquisition company.
Choice Screening’s pre-employment background screening solutions, together with
Greenhouse’s applicant tracking system unite to create a powerful and impactful
partnership aimed at streamlining the hiring process.
Choice Screening empowers our shared clients with the ability to utilize our recruiting
software all while effectively administering the hiring process”, said Dane Hurtubise,
Greenhouse’s VP of Platform and Partnerships.
Procedures for the hiring process are complicated enough to navigate without the
difficulty of juggling multiple platforms. Timing is a crucial piece of compliance and
impacts job offer, background screening, drug testing, adverse action letters,
employment start date, E-Verify and Form I-9 and more. Choice Screening offers allencompassing hiring services already, but with Greenhouse Software, employers now
have access to a power house of resources to support them during their strategic
decision making.
Choice Screening CEO and Founder, Matthew Mitchell said: “We are proud to be a
strategic partner with Greenhouse Software. We know this collaboration will be highly
beneficial because of the fully inclusive onboarding process, subsequently freeing up
employer’s hiring resources and allowing them to allocate their valuable assets
elsewhere.”
About Choice Screening, Inc.: Choice Screening, Inc. is an industry leading background
screening provider of pre-employment background checks, Drug, Alcohol, and Medical
Screening, Professional Verifications, Driving Records, Credit Reports, Rental History, as
well as many post hire services such as Form I-9 Comply™, Workers Compensation, and
Choice ReScreen. Choice Screening prides itself on client education and providing an
accurate scope of this highly regulated industry. They are not only focused on remaining
compliant, but provide the necessary hiring solutions to help their clients achieve their
goals.
About Greenhouse: Greenhouse Software designs tools that help companies source,
interview, hire and onboard the right talent. Headquartered in New York City with an
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office in San Francisco, Greenhouse was founded by Daniel Chait and Jon Stross.
Recognized as the 2017 Best Place to Work in the U.S. by Glassdoor, the Greenhouse
team currently works with over 1,500 of the world's most innovative people-driven
companies, including Airbnb, Slack, Snap Inc. and more. To learn more or request a
demo, visit greenhouse.io.
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